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1: Dominant low growth fossil fuels
Energy demand mtoe

Source:  BP



A massive fossil fuel system
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Source:  Carbon Tracker

Fossil fuels
$Up to 100tn expected 
rents

Below ground assets
Coal
Oil
Gas

Extraction infrastructure 
$14tn  physical assets
Upstream infrastructure.  Oil 
and gas wells, coal mines
Refining and processing
Transport:  pipelines, ports, 
LNG

Usage infrastructure
$22tn physical assets

Electricity: Power stations
Transport: Cars, planes, trucks
Industry: Steel, petchem, 
cement, other



Fast growth renewables
Solar and wind generation (TWh)

Source:  BP statistical review of world energy
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Propelled by technology learning curves



Recently cheaper than fossil fuels

Source:  BNEF 
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Disruption spreading to new areas
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So the fossil fuel peak was  in sight

Source:  DNV GL



And investors had noticed
Energy sector share of the S&P Index



Pressure on policymakers: global warming
Greenhouse gas emissions and the global temperature rise

Source:  Climate Action Tracker



Local pollution

Source: Shell
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But not much action
Tax per tonne of CO2



2: The impact of the virus: Bring forward the peak

Source:  Carbon Tracker



Weaken the fossil fuel incumbency
Oil price $/b

Source:  BP



Give new power to governments



3: The new world: Fossil fuel overcapacity 
Refining capacity and oil demand forecasts

Source:  IEA



Continued renewable growth
Solar and wind capacity GW

Source:  DNV GL



More regulatory pressure
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Source:  World Bank

Share of global emissions covered by carbon pricing initiatives



Driven by fossil fuel importers
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Source:  World Bank 2017



4. The impact of the peak on commodity prices

Source:  Carbon Tracker



The three groups of companies

Source:  Carbon Tracker



Lower rents
Fossil fuel rents $tn

Source:  Carbon Tracker
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The impact of the peak on stock prices

Source:  yy



Which sectors are at risk

Source:  Bloomberg, Carbon Tracker

Market capitalization of sectors at risk $bn



Investment implications
• The risks to the fossil fuel sector remain high.  The sector faces overcapacity, falling 

prices, low returns and rising regulatory pressure.
• The top end of the fossil fuel cost curve will be obliged to shut down.  That will be a 

messy process especially for the banks.
• Beware fragility in the petrostates.
• All the growth in the energy sector will come from renewables.  As with all 

technology shifts, many will fail, but some will rise to greatness.
• Energy users who exploit new energy technologies will gain industrial advantage.
• Energy importers have a new development tool.



Appendix 1: Incumbents are in denial

27

Source: BP, IHS, IEA, based on methodology of Auke Hoekstra

Annual solar additions (GW)
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How to do the transition
yy

Source:  IEA



Justice and energy use
Share of energy used by share of population

Source:  Nature Energy



Justice and climate change
Verisk climate 
vulnerability 
index

Source:  Verisk Maplecroft
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Marginal abatement costs

Source:  McKinsey 
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Cost savings of energy transition

Source:  IRENA



Efficiency of the fossil fuel system is low
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Source:  IIASA

Energy production to useful services (EJ)



Carbon Tracker is a non-profit company set up to produce new thinking on climate risk. The organisation is funded by 
a range of European and American foundations. Carbon Tracker is not an investment adviser, and makes no 
representation regarding the advisability of investing in any particular company or investment fund or other vehicle. A 
decision to invest in any such investment fund or other entity should not be made in reliance on any of the statements 
set forth in this publication. While the organisations have obtained information believed to be reliable, they shall not 
be liable for any claims or losses of any nature in connection with information contained in this document, including 
but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages. The information used to compile this report has 
been collected from a number of sources in the public domain and from Carbon Tracker licensors. Some of its content 
may be proprietary and belong to Carbon Tracker or its licensors. The information contained in this research report 
does not constitute an offer to sell securities or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or recommendation for investment in, 
any securities within any jurisdiction. The information is not intended as financial advice. This research report provides 
general information only. The information and opinions constitute a judgment as at the date indicated and are subject 
to change without notice. The information may therefore not be accurate or current. The information and opinions 
contained in this report have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but 
no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Carbon Tracker as to their accuracy, completeness or 
correctness and Carbon Tracker does also not warrant that the information is up-to-date.’

Disclaimer



Thanks for listening
For more information please visit:

www.carbontracker.org
@CarbonBubble

If you are interested in knowing more,
please get in touch:

kbond@carbontracker.org


